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Next Meetings

Presidents Report
Another potential new member introduction last
week, an information evening with the Mayor , an
induction on Thursday, and a new member talk
from Lynda, a meeting about the Christmas / 30th
anniversary of chartering function and the Farmers
Market. The usual busy week.
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The evening on Wednesday at the Royal Melbourne Golf Club with the Mayor, Cr. Felicity
Frederico and Councilors Stewart, Del Porto, Heffernan, and. Laurie Evans as well as representatives from all the Bayside Council Rotary Clubs,
and all the local Bendigo Banks, was very interesting. The meeting was basically to work through
ideas regarding potential Federal funding announced on the night by an electorate officer from
Minister Andrew Robb’s office. The funding totals
$150,000 for “infrastructure” projects, and is to be
spent in both Bayside and Glen Eira.
Mayor Frederico hopes to leverage contributions
from the Bendigo Bank and Rotary clubs to produce worthwhile results for Bayside. There was
some discussion and some ideas but there will
need to be further work on this. A representative
has been requested from our club, we will discuss
at the Board on Tuesday.
We welcome Vivienne Zoppolato and her family to
the Club, Vivienne already understands Rotary and
is looking to make a contribution.

Unless stated otherwise venue is
Victoria Golf Club 6.30 for 7.00
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At the same meeting Lynda Doutch gave her
new member talk, as always these are some of
the most interesting meetings we have. To
hear of Lynda’s background and her skills, and
her community contribution was a privilege. We
look forward to Lynda’s participation; she is already contributing to our initiatives.
We have started the planning for the 30th/
Christmas function, this should attract a lot of
our former members and be a fun evening.
Greg, Richard Jones, Rewa Jones, Malcolm
Sawle and David Lea will be working on this but
we will be calling on lots of you for contributions. We are aiming to have meaningful but
short formalities, so that we can get on with the
Christmas celebration.
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National Youth Science Forum (NYSF)
The Club’s nomination for the NYSF, Wes Flavell attended his district interview on Saturday
August 1st. Wes is a year 11 student attending
Mentone Grammar school.
2016 Session Dates both in Canberra are;
Session A Canberra Monday 4 – Saturday 16
January 2016
Session C Canberra Monday 18 – Saturday 30
January 2016
Wes was notified last Sunday night that his application was successful.
We congratulate Wes on his success, and look
forward to hearing from him on his return from
the Forum in January 2016.

Our first call is that we are going to need a
photo of every ex President ; have you any
of Presidents from more than 10 years ago?’ Rotary is the Founding Partner of NYSF
Major Partner is Lockheed Martin
The Farmers Market worked seamlessly
(despite Heather’s absence), the rain held off
Host University
and we made a good amount of money.
Australian National University
Thanks to all who volunteered, especially the
stalwarts: Peter Flude, James Glenwright, Mike Other Partners
and Phil Hede, Roy Seager, Ken Mirams, Bob Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
McArthur and Wolf Fritze.

Cochlear Foundation
CSIRO
A tremendous effort again, and really worthCSL Limited
while for all the causes we support.
GlaxoSmithKline
Grains Research & Development Corporation
Another test of whether members read the
IBM
column, we will again collect any of your
Monash University
leftover foreign coins at the coming meeting.
Murray Darling Basin Authority
We have about half a jar, and are aiming to fill it NSW Trade & Investment
this time around.
ResMed Foundation
University of Melbourne
Be a gift to the world,
University of New South Wales
University of Queensland

Best wishes

Trish

Supporting Organisation
Australian Academy of Science

Note; As part of our arrangement with Hocking Stuart discounts
on agents fees are available to RCOB members.

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
Telephone: 03 9521 9800
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I am lucky enough to
have lived most of
my life in Bayside
Melbourne. When I
was 6 months old,
my family re-located
from Adelaide and
settled in Brighton. I
attended Brighton
Beach Primary
School and Firbank
Church of England Girls Grammar School as it
was then known.
When I was about to go into Form 5, the school
introduced a new subject: Accounting. I quite
liked Maths, so I thought I would give it a go.
Now I know this next statement will make some
of you think – how sad but the others may understand me when I say I fell in love with Accounting!! I went on to study it in Form 6 and
decided to try my luck at making a career of it.
Firbank in the 70s was a school that was openly pro women’s liberation. Its philosophy then
was that there is nothing you cannot do if you
set your mind to it. (It pleases me to know that
you are sitting here listening to this & thinking –
well of course!!) So I applied & got accepted to
study a Bachelor of Commerce at Melbourne
University. So in a year of 120 students I was
one of 6 girls. I am informed now that the proportion of business students is now around
50/50 which is how it should be.
In my final year at uni all the large accounting
firms (known as the big 8) were conducting interviews on campus for graduate positions. I
had no idea where I wanted to work, but in
those days we just wanted a job anywhere so I
applied to as many as I could. One of the firms
I nearly didn’t apply for, because rumour had it
they didn’t employ many women, but I filled in
the form of the basis of nothing ventured, nothing gained. I must have been pretty relaxed in
the interview, obviously thinking well they’re not
going to offer me a job anyway, so I’ll just use
the interview as practice. I was quite stunned
by their job offer. So I began my career as a
chartered accountant with Arthur Young & Co
(now Ernst & Young)
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After finishing Uni & just before starting work, at
the age of twenty I married Mike. Although we
are no longer married, we share 3 beautiful
children, remain good friends & run our business together.
I started work as an auditor in an office where
women were only allowed to wear skirts or
dresses – no pants allowed. Thank goodness
that changed after a few years! I loved the variety of the job. I worked on large & small jobs &
travelled all over Melbourne finding my way to
places like Sunshine, Thomastown & Heidelberg with my trusty Melways on the front seat
beside me.
The end of the financial year was always a
busy time because as auditors we were required to attend stocktakes & verify that they
were being correctly conducted. In my first
year I was advised that I would need to accompany one of the more senior assistants to a
stocktake for Hutton’s in Kyneton. Sounds like
a fun day out right? I subsequently found out it
was at their abattoir. I was told that because
we would be required to go into their cool
rooms that as a special concession I could
wear pants (Not Jeans!) & comfortable shoes.
It was a memorable day. Of course it was 30
June and about 5 degrees with rain & hail.
When we arrived we were informed that today
wasn’t a killing day thank goodness! We first
accompanied the drover to count the sheep in
the paddock waiting on death row. He opened
the gate & explained that he would drive the
sheep from one paddock to the other & that we
would count them as they went through the
gate. I quickly looked at my senior who was
nodding knowledgably. So he opened the gate
& in they came. I managed ok until one sheep
stumbled & then another jumped over it. Then
3 came through at once – I had no idea. At the
end of the count the drover turned to us & said
– 197? My senior solemnly agreed & I just nodded having no idea!
We then moved into the cool room. I was told
to use a pencil to record everything as the ink
in my pen would freeze- oh great! So while my
senior clambered around selecting boxes for
them to check, I stood there faithfully writing
everything down with my pencil. After we had
finished I tried to move, only to find that my feet
had frozen to the floor & I couldn’t move. Oh
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well at least I provided the entertainment for the
day!

ation. Mentone Grammar Friends of Performing Arts, Firbank Senior School Parents Association, and Firbank Friends of Music. I am still
I spent 6 years working as a chartered account- involved at Firbank as a member of the Old
ant. I completed my professional year in 1982
Grammarians Association. Although at times I
and was accepted as an associate in the Socie- probably over committed myself, I did set myty of Chartered Accountants. Although we
self a limit of no more than 3 committees at
worked some very long hours particularly when once and it taught me valuable lessons in time
we had a deadline approaching, I really enmanagement.
joyed the work. Every now & then I encountered a dinosaur who refused to work with
In 1993 we were given the opportunity to purwomen (some of them partners in the firm I
chase a retail jewellery store where Mike had
worked for!) But thank goodness times gradual- been working as their manager for the past 10
ly changed.
years. Taking a deep breath we managed to
get the finance together, and commenced our
A lot of our leisure time was spent at Sandring- own business running Simpsons the Jeweller.
ham Baseball Club. Mike played in their DiviMy involvement was only very part time as the
sion 1 first team and I was the scorer for them.
children were very young, but I travelled into
During this time the committee found themthe city at least one day a week throughout the
selves without a treasurer, so in my first foray
next few years to keep an eye on the financial
into volunteering I joined the committee for 3
management. In 2008 we were approached
years as treasurer. We made lifelong friends in by someone wanting to buy the shop and altour time at the club. Our involvement continhough we hadn’t really thought of selling we
ues now. My father is a life member at Sandy
decided the offer was a good one and decided
& one of my daughters plays in their senior
to take it.
women’s team.
We took a break from work for 6 months or so
My career was interrupted by the birth of Lauto think about what to do next. We still owned
ren in 1986, Joel in 1988 & Jessica in 1992.I
an office in the Wales Corner building so we
left the world of chartered accounting, but condecided to utilise this and start up a wholesale
tinued working for private clients for at least
jewellery business dealing in diamond & gold
one to two days a week.
set jewellery – Classical Diamond Jewellery
which we currently run without the need for any
When Jess was about 6 months old, Olive Philother staff.
lips kinder in Beaumaris which Joel was attending put out a call for committee members. I
Our business is made up of two parts. We imjoined as a general committee member and lat- port diamond set jewellery, some made to our
er served as treasurer. When I was preparing
design, from Hong Kong & India and sell to
for tonight & I started to look back & make a list jewellery retailers. These jewellers are all
of all the committees I served on I was quite
members of a buying group with over 260
shocked by how many there were. I’ m sure in members in Australia & New Zealand. Selling
this room there are many similar serial volunto a buying group means we are able to market
teers! It didn’t seem like a lot at the time. I
all of our different products without the need to
managed to find out which committees worked
travel to the individual stores .We are continualwell (the ones that stayed focussed & had a
ly updating & changing our designs whilst
time limit on their meetings) & those which did- keeping our basic stock of diamond studs and
n’t work quite as efficiently, but were still effecpendants very simple.
tive in achieving their goals and provided additional benefits such as fun & friendship. The
The other part of our business is designing and
other important lesson I learned was that if peo- making jewellery, particularly engagement and
ple volunteer their time make sure you find
wedding rings. These customers come to us
something for them to do! At some point during purely by word of mouth and this is an area that
the last 25 years I have been on the commitcontinues to grow. My responsibility is to send
tees of Beaumaris Girl Guides, Beaumaris
money all over the world to pay for diamonds.
Playgroup, Beaumaris Primary Parents ComWe have purchased from companies in Belmittee, and Mentone Grammar Mothers Associ- gium, America, Hong Kong, India and Israel.
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Diamonds worldwide are traded in US dollars.
We have watched the fluctuations in the exchange rate through all its highs and lows and it
keeps life interesting.
You would think that in this digital age that
sending money overseas would be simple and
it usually is, but every now and then the money
is taken out of our account and doesn’t reach
its destination account. It is lost in cyberspace
not to be found for 2 weeks or so, which is never a happy situation, particularly when you have
someone waiting to get their ring so they can
propose!!
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All the larger diamonds we buy are certified by
the Gemmological Institute of America. This is
the most widely used and respected diamond
grading in the world. It has offices and diamond grading specialists all over the world and
certification of an individual diamond can take
up to 4 months!
The jewellery industry is one I enjoy being a
small part of. It is a business that has some
obvious benefits, some of which I am wearing
tonight!

Away from work I enjoy playing golf twice a
week at Sandringham, reading, watching movI’m sure many of you have heard of the four C‘s ies and cooking for Sunday night family dinof diamond quality: Colour, clarity, cut and carat ners. I am a long-time supporter and member
weight.
of Melbourne Football Club and I attend most
home games. I enjoyed last week’s win over
Diamond colour actually means lack of colour.
Collingwood very much!
Grading extends from D – colourless to Z –
light yellow or brown. Although most people
Thank you all for your attention tonight and for
think of gem quality diamonds as colourless,
your support over the last week. I look forward
truly colourless diamonds are actually quite ra- to contributing to Beaumaris Rotary now and in
re .Most diamonds used in jewellery are nearly the future.
colourless with tints of yellow and brown. Colour grades are determined by comparing each
Message from RI President
diamond to a master set.
Diamond clarity refers to the absence of inclusions or blemishes. Natural diamonds are the
result of carbon exposed to tremendous heat
and pressure. This process can result in a variety of internal characteristics called ‘inclusions’
and external characteristics called ‘blemishes’
of the individual stone. These characteristics
are a by- product of its formation and help gemmologists separate natural diamonds from synthetics .Many inclusions and blemishes are too
tiny to be seen by the naked eye.
A diamonds cut unleashes its light. A diamonds cut grade is about how well a diamond’s
facets interact with light. There over 20 different varieties of diamond cuts - no I don’t know
them all! Some of the most common cuts of diamonds are: brilliant, baguette, princess, emerald, square & cushion cut.
The last C refers to carat weight. A metric carat is defined as 200 milligrams. Each carat can
be subdivided into 100 points. This allows very
precise measurements to the hundredth decimal place. A diamond weighing below one carat is often described by its points.

Polio Free Nigeria

Dear Fellow Rotarians,
We’re delighted to report that [today] Nigeria
has passed one year with no new cases of the
wild poliovirus.
This is the longest the country has ever gone
without a case of polio and a critical step on the
path toward a polio-free Africa. We’ve come a
long way since the bleak years when the virus
reached its peak. It was only a decade ago that
polio struck 12,631 people in Africa- three quarters of all cases in the world.
We congratulate Rotarians who have donated
$688.5 million to fight polio throughout Africa,
including more than $200 million to Nigeria. We
congratulate Rotarians from Africa and around
the world who have also devoted countless
hours to immunize the children who now have
the opportunity for healthier, happier lives.
With the ambitious scope of Rotary’s PolioPlus
program, our efforts are having a far-reaching,
transformative impact beyond the eradication of
polio.
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With the infrastructure put in place by the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI), Nigeria
not only reduced its polio caseload by 90% in
2014, but it also successfully thwarted the
world’s most lethal Ebola outbreak to date, in
only 90 days, a response faster than even the
U.S., and rightly praised by the World Health
Organization as ‘world-class’.
In Nigeria and elsewhere, the Initiative provides
a blueprint to reach all children with a package
of lifesaving vaccines and health interventions.
This is a vital step on the path to human development, as we know that with improved public
health, more resources can be channeled towards education and economic growth.
If the stringent World Health Organization testing criteria are met, then Nigeria could be removed from the list of polio-endemic countries
in September of this year.
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This all requires time, energy and investment.
Pakistan’s budget requirements for polio eradication activities from 2016-2018 amounts to
$305.7 million, and if we can raise this sum
now, a polio-free world will reap financial savings of US$50 billion over the next 20 years
and prove what’s possible when the global
community comes together to improve children’s lives.
Your donation to PolioPlus will be matched 2 to
1 by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, tripling your contribution.
Thirty years ago we told the world what Rotary
believes: that we can achieve the eradication of
only the second human disease in history. Our
belief is becoming reality. For every child, let’s
make sure that reality is a bright one.
Warm Regards,

However, our work is not done. We know that
polio can easily return, with devastating consequences, if we don’t stamp it out now.
We must act, as Rotarians do, to build on the
progress made and stop polio once and for all.
We have a narrow window of opportunity to
achieve this, and if we fail, we could witness up
to 200,000 cases a year in the near future.
So how can we finally make history and end
polio now?
Today, we must protect the progress made in
Nigeria, and support Pakistan and Afghanistan,
the other two remaining polio-endemic countries.
Protecting progress means enhancing surveillance, routine immunization, and community
engagement in Nigeria and other countries
where transmission has been stopped.
Supporting Pakistan and Afghanistan means
full political and financial commitment to eradicating polio; vaccination of all children in these
countries; high quality surveillance, and the accomplishment of all the expert recommendations as part of the GPEI’s Polio Eradication
and Endgame Strategic Plan.
Visit endpolio.org to download a toolkit of materials to help you share this progress – and the
need for continued commitment in the coming
years – with your Rotary club, your communities and your elected officials.

Rotary International
President K.R. "Ravi"
Ravindran and Rotary
Foundation Chair Ray
Klinginsmith

Our Youth at work in the community
Photographed on Saturday at this month’s
Farmer’s Market Years 11 & 12 students from
Sandringham Secondary College, currently
studying under the VCAL partnership. This is a
community project for the students as part of
their studies.
They are working together with clients from
Bayley House to
produce a range of
products, including
wooden chopping
boards, wine holders, and vertical
garden equipment,
that they sell at local markets.
Sale proceeds are
put back into the
program, and a
contribution is made
to Bayley House
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President

Trish Smyth

Director

Malcom Sawle

PE, VP

Malcolm Sawle

Auditor

Tony Phillips

Secretary

Roy Seager

Program

Greg Every

Treasurer

James Glenwright

Meeting Attendance

Malcolm Sawle

Foundation

Mike Hede

Communications

David Lea

Branding / PR / Member-

Megan Glenwright

Fellowship

Richard Jones

International
New Generations

John Beaty
Kerrie Geard

Photographers
Almoners

Max Darby, Greg Every

Community

Chris D'Arcy

Chair /Host /Cashiers /AV

Roster

Fundraising

Adrian Culshaw

Youth Protection Officer

Malcolm Parks

On to Conference
TEAM MEMBERS

Ken Mirams

International

Community

Youth

Charmaine Jansz & Geoff

Fundraising

Fred Hofmann

Geoff Abbott

David Rushworth

Harry Wolfe

John Sime

Mary Sealy

Richard Jones

Heather Chisholm

David Langworthy

Richard Shermon

Tony McKenna *

Roger Frewen

Geoff Stockdale

Tony Phillips

Chris Martin

Geoff Stringer

Ross Phillips

Lynda Doutch

David Hone

Malcolm Parks

Max Darby

Charmaine Jansz

John Manks
Concourse Festival

Ken Mirams
Vivienne Zoppolato TBC

Royal Melbourne Golf
Jim O'Brien

Antony Nixon
Mike Hede

Richard Shermon

Branding / PR / Memb.

Adrian Culshaw

Peter Flude^

Kerrie Geard

Lynda Doutch

David Hone#

Jim O’Brien

David Lea

Robert McArthur*

MUNA / NYSF

Masters Golf Parking
James Glenwright

Martin Fothergill
^ Farmers Market

# Indigenous Project

Heather Chisolm^
* District

Big Baby
Photograph by Karim
Iliya, National Geographic
A young humpback
whale eyes Karim who
spotted the calf and its
mother while diving in
the waters off Tonga. “I
could not help but wave
and smile at the newborn whale almost three
times my length, Its curiosity got the better of it
and emerging from under its mother's fin, it
swam toward me, approaching less than 30
cms. from my face.”
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